AutoSupport Message: Chassis Power Supply Degraded
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Applies to

- Clustered Data ONTAP 8
- Data ONTAP 7 and earlier

Issue

CHSPWR:System Notification from Filer1 (CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY DEGRADED: PS 2) WARNING
Cluster Notification from Filer1 (CHASSIS POWER DEGRADED: PS 2) WARNING
[Filer1: monitor.chassisPowerSupply.degraded:notice]: Chassis power supply 1 is
degraded: PSU 1 AC Failed
[Filer1: monitor.chassisPowerSupply.degraded:notice]: Chassis power supply 1 is degraded: PSU 1 12V Failed
[Filer1: monitor.chassisPowerSupply.degraded:notice]: Chassis power supply 1 is degraded: PSU 1 5V Failed

Additionally in Clustered Mode Systems you may see:

00000010.000ef046 01225d20 Thu Jul 11 2013 22:35:21 +00:00 [user_env_mgr:error]
Sensor ipmi0:20:00:32 reading is na
00000010.000ef047 01225d20 Thu Jul 11 2013 22:35:21 +00:00 [user_env_mgr:error]
Sensor ipmi0:20:00:31 reading is na

The following AutoSupport messages are sent:
SHELF_FAULT
CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY FAIL
CHASSIS POWER DEGRADED